
evening with the guy who made the drone shoot of the project museum last summer and his girlfriend.

Yesterday I woke up in the middle of the night in the very uncomfortable and dusty sofa in Elisabetta's house. I then updated my project and also kept with Livia who could also not sleep. In the
morning with ate some fruit with Elisabetta and her old demented mother before taking Myrthe to the station. Livia was really sad to see her mother going and kept crying quite a bit driving up
my native highland. At last I stopped and bought the kids a panini with prosciutto and found out that the famous Marco Martalar who I was supposed to meet to discuss the prize I won to do a
work for his park canceled our meeting last minute. In the end I just drove to my grandparents abandoned house in Canove where I parked the car and then walked through my ancestors ugly
town turned uglier by a hoard of tourists with their little Tyrolean villas spread around the green fields. I was also quite tired from the bad night of sleep and just laid on the grass while Livia and
Silvester played in the main playground. Francesco soon joined us with his kids but Livia lost her newly pierced earring and we tried to get a new one in at the pharmacy but the hole got closed
in no time. At Francesco's we ate a pasta and while the kids played lego I talked to his old father about all sorts of topics. Later we walked on the former railroad to Asiago, also invaded with
tourists and just turned into a tourist spot. After giving the kids an ice-cream Francesco arranged that we meet my sister and her family but we had nothing to say. I actually had to focus on the
kids as it started raining and it was cold. I then bought them new dresses before going to a pizzeria under a bowling and ate a not so nice pizza. The kids played quite nicely in a room with toys
but then got quite tired and we drove all the way down the highland and up again to our new small highland. 

Yesterday I updated my project and then took care of the children feeding them some milk and cookies and then together walking up the fields with the wheelbarrow to pick up some of the wood
I prepared at the beginning of the summer. I also got to split some and then cooked an omelet for lunch. After cleaning up we walked all the way to Chris and Alessia stopping in contrada Rossi
to let the kids play with the red fishes. At the restaurant they ate an ice-cream and then we discovered a new small theater they built in the middle of the forest amid a carpet of cyclamens. We
there improvised a little show giving us turns to sing and then played some more at the restaurant despite all the evil people there who have been messing up with my project including the major.
Having walked home we ate some rice with chicken schnitzels and then watched Dino cooking possibly illegally hunted birds and roasting polenta with their hot fat. As Silvester was quite tired
in the end we laid in bed and watched an old Italian comedy. After the kids slept I drew and wrote in my fable book before reading about Reed's escape from the colorados.

Yesterday I updated my project and then walked with the children over the lower part of the mountain talking to some old men who heard about my project museum but never visited it. With the
kids we then walked the way up behind the mountain and did a small picnic in the secular forest next to the museum. The kids ate some corn and I also gave them some apple before they nicely
played on the tree branches and I cleaned the ground of the forest from the mess the teenagers left in the landart workshop this spring. Later we happily walked across the forest to Chris and
Alessia where the kids had their ice-cream and then played a bit with a girl their age who did not grow due to an eating disorder. Back home we ate the leftover rice and schnitzels and then I tried
for a long time to put Silvester to bed who was overtired. Having managed I drew and then also made a drawing for old Gianna with Livia before preparing bread. Later little Livia and I watched
some TV and then slept.

Yesterday I updated my project then got ready to walk with the children up to the project museum. I also carried some liters of linseed oil with me and all the backpack with food and it was a bit
of challenge with little Silvester who felt tired while Livia kept on walking all the way up stopping at the bottom to eat blackberries. After setting up the picnic for the kids under the big and long
beech branches several couples came by and I explained them the project. The kids ate some beans and we also ate the bread I baked with Livia with some cheese. Later she played quite nicely
with Silvester and I cut some small trees and then climbed up the cube to oil the higher beams. On the way back home we tried walking to the path that goes up the mountain and found the
connection. The kids were both very strong in climbing up and then all the way down to contrada Rossi jumping up and down the rocks. At Chris and Alessia the kids had an ice-cream and then
we walked down to welcome Mathijn who reached us from Abruzzo on the way back to the Netherlands. The kids had a lot of fun with him and also with Nero and Stefi who soon came for a
visit and to check the lower fields of our properties where Nero wants to do an installation. After they left we ate some bigoli with pesto and then I brought the kids to sleep. In the evening
Mathijn and I sat outside drinking tea and watching a giant storm coming our way.

Yesterday I did a very short update of my project with Mathijn already standing outside the door early in the morning. I also baked some bread and ate it with him before the getting the kids
ready and driving up to the Novegno cheese farm. From there we crossed into Campedello and after feeding some beams to the kids we walked all the way to the Vaccaresse First World War
observatory eating a lot of the raspberries spread around our path. After going into the soldiers dug caves we sat on top of the observatory to eat some bread and cheese with hundreds of
swallows playing above us. Back at the malga Mathijn and the kids ate some cake and then we drove down to the project museum. After showing it to Mathijn he helped me carrying the ladders I
left there to the car and secure them on the roof. At home I did not feel very well but anyway cooked a soup with paprika and potatoes and some tortellini for the kids. Later I took Silvester to bed
who was completely exhausted and while doing the dishes also drew a bit with Livia who was being very sweet. Later I read more Reed's account of Pancho Villa and his rudimentary but
effective policies.

Yesterday I updated my project quite early with Silvester screaming in the middle of the night. Later Mathijn helped me putting the kids' trampoline back in the barn and then I started packing
the car while he kept under his van fixing the engine of his old van. As the kids woke up with said hi to old Gianna and drove across the mountains over the Fugazze pass where poor Livia had to
vomit. We then stopped in the cute town of Parrocchia and ate a toast there while chatting a bit with a young Italian couple with kids also living abroad. Back in the car I managed to drive all the
way to Bolzano where we stopped in a mall to do grocery to bring to the Netherlands. Later we made it through Austria stopping only once to eat some of the Tyrolean bread and salami we got.
IN Germany at last we just rented a room in a hotel by the highway. The kids were happy and they played in quite an adventorous slide climbing high up and making quite some jumps on the
gravel. Back in our room I let them watched a documentary about a shepherd in the alps while I drew.   

Yesterday I updated my project in our hotel room and then gave the kids some croissants to eat before driving with them to Ingolstadt. I manage to find a free parking on the other side of the
Danube river and then walked in the heat on the completely sun burnt river bank and crossed in what used to be a beautiful medieval town before the English bombs flattened. After making it to
the end of the main street we walked back on some smaller and cuter streets and drove all the way to a small and ugly village south of Wurzburg where we rented a camper where to sleep the
night. There was also another Dutch family there and together we ventured on a big road with no sidewalk to find a place where to eat but everything was closed and in the end I walked back
with the half Croatian guy and little Silvester in my shoulders to pick our car while Livia played with their daughter. In the end we made it to the beautiful Eibelstadt where we ate in a
characteristic German restaurant a wurst based dish and the mother of the children told me how her previous husband used to beat her to death. After letting the kids playing in front of the old
city hall we drove back to our ugly village where we spent the night in the caravan.

Yesterday we woke up that it was quite cold and after feeding the children a pancake our German host cooked for us I drove all the way past Frankfurt. As the traffic was quite intense I stopped
to give the children some fast-food and then we visited the very beautiful town Idstein, with its colorful houses and character modern Germany has completely lost. After searching on the streets
for boxes with free stuff we made it back up to the car and this time I drove through Cologne and then smoothly towards the Netharlands listening to a Barbero's podcast about the crusades and
letting the children sleep. As they woke up we took a break in a parking where rich German men where coming with their expensive cars to have their sexual adventures in the bushes. We then
drove away from all that and soon reached the much more orderly Netherlands and at last Culemborg where the kids where very happy to see their mom but I just went to bed to read more of
Reed's account of Villa.

Yesterday I woke up with the left side of my neck completely stiff. I anyway updated my project then slowly put the things we brought from Italy in order. At lunch Panos came with Aisha to eat
some bread with sausage and we chatted a bit while the kids played. After a shower my neck got a little better and Mirsa with little Tom also came by. It was a fully Mediterranean house now
with also the Albanian counterpart and we chatted some more before Panos cooked some tortillas for us. After eating I got some time to draw and then went to bed to read more of Reed's. 

Yesterday I updated my project and then walked with the children up stream only to find the Lek river dried up with the little water left completely black of dirt. We then kept in a beach made
very large by the drought and soon were joined by Panos and Aisha. The girls played nice at first but then they got into a fight and anyway too many dogs were coming to eat our food let by their
arrogant owners who probably saw us immigrants as dogs. On the way back I walked with Silvester in my shoulders despite my neck still feeling quite stuck and then after feeding him an ice-
cream we made it by car to Vianen where Myrthe bought some used DVD films for the kids. Back home I did some grocery and then cooked some chicken for the kids to eat with the leftover
tortillas but they were not into it. In the evening I kept on laser print more of the project museum tags and drew before going to bed to read Reed. 

Yesterday I updated my project and then started to cut all the vegetation that grew in the garden while we were in Italy all the summer. Livia had her first day at school and Silvester was a bit
bored so in the end I took him with his bike down to the river and then to harbour where we met Mathijn reading a novel. After chatting with him I also got to chat with Nero about a project he
want to do dragging Holy Mary statues on his bike. In the old town I got Silvester a cheese stick, greeted Myrthe who was working with Herma in a cafe and then walked all the way on the
opposite side of town to fetch Livia who was quite bored of school. At home Silvester and i ate the leftover spaghetti and then I kept on lasering tags upstairs while working on the garden
outside. Later we ate some pasta with pesto and then took a walk in the old town eating an ice-cream and then playing ball with Olivia and Filippa in the small square in front of their house. Back
home I hanged a laundry and then drew while waiting for the kids to fall asleep. Later I wrote in my fable book and then started colouring an illustration before going to bed to read Reed's
account on Villa's war locomotives.

Yesterday I woke up way too early with Livia coming to our bed to sleep. I then updated my project and had time to finish off an article comparing anarchism to communism. After resting in bed
Silvester and I walked Livia to school and then walked all the way back to the city market to get fruit and vegetables. It was a nice day and with my hands full of bags we made it back to our
place where I worked some more removing the exploded vegetation in our garden. For lunch we ate the leftover pasta and then picked Livia up from school and biked to the lake in Beusichem.
The water was coldish but Silvester immediately sat off swimming to the playground island and after some hesitation Livia also followed us all the way to the diving platform in middle of the
lake with people astonished about the kids strength. After drying up we ate some red berries and slowly biked back home where I cooked a veggie soup. Once ate I fixed the bike we got from one
of Livia's cousins and trained my girl to bike without the extra wheels. In the evening I drew, finished an illustration and then watched some TV with Myrthe before reading more of Reed's
account of one of Villa's battles. 

Yesterday I updated my project and then biked with Myrthe and the children to the lake in Beusichem. There once again the children with us monitoring them managed to swim all the way
across. After playing happily in the water I was on the phone with the Danish journalist who has been working on an article about my right-hand photo project. Later we swam again and then
went home where I ate a salad with beans and beats and cooked some pasta for the children. In the afternoon I drew and recorded a lecture while Myrthe took care of also Aisha whose mother
had to go to the hospital due to her troubling pregnancy. For dinner I just cooked rice with the leftover soup and then we went out for an fruit based ice-cream. It was way too hot outside and I
just kept downstairs in front of the TV scanning drawings before going to bed to read Reed. 

Yesterday I updated my project and then biked with Silvester to the Beusichem lake for some tai-chi and a swim with my boy. On the floating island in the middle of the lake I even did some
yoga and after relaxing in the shadow of a tree we biked through the chicken zoo and then to pick up Livia at school. With her we walked to pick up Aisha who still had her mother at home sick.
I felt quite nervous to have to look after three kids walking back home but we managed and there I fed them some ice-cream. I also managed to draw despite the mess they made and then baked
some potatoes and chicken in the oven. After feeding them I worked on an illustration and then started to think on how to build my cathedral in the lower fields of my mountain property. In the
evening I read some very interesting writings by Pasolini and then went to bed to read Reed's account on the capture of Torreon.

Yesterday I updated my project and then got the car ready with Silvester to throw away the old roof top and fill it with the grass we cut in the garden. We then drove it to the dump and back at
home I gave him some leftover rice to eat before bringing him to bed. As he slept I drew and then got him awake again to pick Livia at school and then Aisha. With the three kids we ate some
biological ice-cream and then got home where I printed some of the project museum tags and then cooked some Sardinian gnocchetti pasta with the leftover soup. Aisha was extremely tired and
cranky but luckily Myrthe also soon joined me and I spent some time finishing an illustration before she left again to join Hanneke's birthday party. I then played with the children building
wooden blocks and then brought them to bed and coloured my illustration watching a documentary about the history of anarchism. 

Yesterday I woke up in the middle of the night and updated my project. I then got the car ready and started to travel with the family to their relatives in Maastricht but the way there was under
construction and we lost the morning to drive north and then west and then east to finally make it down south. Finally we reached Myrthe's oldest brother villa and sat with the rest of the family
in the garden despite some of them being so heavily critical against me. After some cake I looked at both Livia and Silvester playing so nicely with their cousins and then fell asleep on a chair.
Later we ate some baguette with salmon and then drove to Belgium where a young farmer rented us the trailer of an old truck in the middle of the fields. The interior was nicely arranged with a
bed and a desk and also a fireplace outside. We then walked across a field and into a quite unsettling forest to pick branches and then lighted a fire and waited for the evening which was quite
slow in coming. The kids played nicely and I even drew a bit before all going to bed.  

Yesterday I updated my project in the old trailer. Outside it was called and once the children woke up we drove to a miserable Belgian town to get some expensive baguettes and cheese. Later we
drove to an old farm where we started walking around a marsh but a whole side was under construction and we had to walk on an ugly old road until the path resumed again. It was nice to walk
on a wooden path over the dried out marsh and reach a small cabin where we ate our bread and drank yogurt. Later we walked further down and played at an orchid with very sour apples. Further
Livia got quite tired and cranky but soon we reached the farm again and the kids played in a zeppelin sculpture while we ate more bread. On the way back to the Netherlands everyone slept and I
listened to a Barbero podcast about the jihad being triggered by the crusades. At home I got some project museum tags in the machine and took a walk in the empty historical center. Back home I
drew while Myrthe prepared some Vietnamese wraps. After eating I worked some more on my project while printing more tags and then comforted the kids who did not want to fall asleep. In
bed I read Reed. 

Yesterday I updated my project and then took Livia to school. She biked and had quite some fun while Silvester went with his scooter and later made it with me to the Swedish playground where
I did some tai-chi and taught him how to drive a small tractor. On the way back we walked through an alley with many pear trees and reached the skateboard park where he got quite daring going
up and down with his scooter. In town we did grocery and thought of taking a bit of a break but Mathijn asked us to go out again to meet him and little Fioralba. We did so and then home I ate
some salad with beats and Silvester the leftover noodles. After drawing we biked to pick Livia up from school and played some football. Livia for the first time biked all the way home by herself
while I biked on the street next to her. After staying a bit at a playground we ate a pasta with pesto and tomatoes and then buried a bird we found dead in the garden. In the evening Livia did not
want to sleep and I kept her outside playing on the swing giraffe and hanging from the crocodile behind our house. Later I sat watching news while updating the photo albums I keep as part of
my project. I also managed to fix a lower saddle for Myrthe's electric bike and then prepared a new illustration, wrote in my fable book and went to bed to read Reed. 

Yesterday I updated my project and then biked with Silvester to the children farm. I did bring my small tablet along so that I could write a bit of accounts of the various parts of my project but he
just not got so much into playing. We then checked all the animals and walk in the field with all the goats and then pretended to find against some ducks very much into Silvester's sandwich. At
home I transferred all the files I had on my smartphone to my computer and edited my videos of public places before hanging the laundry and picking Livia at school by car. She was exhausted
and I either way drove her and little brother to the ice-cream farm where we ate a big ice-cream and then played on the inflatable. Both kids really revived and had great fun jumping with the
other kids. As all of them left we also drove home and gave the children rice with green beans while making a salad for myself and Myrthe with eggs and tuna. After managing to print some tags
and draw I tried to take the children to bed while their mother went to talk Livia's teachers. Livia however was quite upset about it and I invented a long unicorn story for her cheering her up
again. After writing some accounts waiting for both kids to sleep I worked some more on an illustration, wrote in my fable book and went to bed to read Reed's accounts on Villa's attacks causing
thousands of unnecessary deaths. 

Yesterday I updated my project and had the luxury of having all the time I want with Myrthe taking the children out. I then kept on printing the project museum tags and finished an essay before
eating some leftover pasta and bake bread. In the afternoon I also finished an illustration and walked to the city center to search for discounted products at the supermarket. Back home I baked
chicken and potatoes and then ate with Myrthe and the children. In the evening I drew watching more of a documentary about the history of anarchism and then try to put them to bed. After
telling them a long story, I wrote more month accounts to accompany each of the project museum tag and then relaxed a bit on the sofa with Myrthe before going to bed to read Reed's portray of
the rich pseudo revolutionist Carranza. 


